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Abstract

The designing methods of multithreaded have already been used in control system widely. However the problems of data race, which are brought by multithreaded program, are being the difficulty in control system designing and testing currently. To this end, we optimized the thread-state analysis, designed the conservative lockset analysis method. Further, We have introduced the thread-state analysis and conservative lockset analysis methods into Happens-Relationship algorithm, designed a quick data race detecting method (DHTC) for control system multithreaded program with a certain hardware universality. The DHTC reduces the false alarm rate of Happens-Relationship relationship detecting methods, meanwhile improves the efficiency of dynamic checking greatly.
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1 Introduction

With the increasing degree of automation in control system, there are more and more demands for capacity in data processing, communication and integration nowadays. Therefore the concurrent multithreaded and multitasking programs have been applied and developed widely. However, randomness of path interleaving brings a lot of uncertainties to the system and even leads to data race. Intuitively data race means that two or more threads access one shared object without the synchronization protecting, while at least an operation of thread is writing. Data race brings a lot of difficulties to designing and testing of program with randomness, uncertainty and unpredictability.

So far there are two typical methods in data race checking. One is Happens-Relationship method, and the other is lockset analysis method.

Reference [1] presents the algorithm and theory of static data race checking based on Happens-Relationship. References [2,3] make use of Dynamic Partial Order Reduction algorithm to reduce the state space in model of concurrent program. Dynamic model checking can avoid the inconsistencies between executable code (including the compilation, runtime libraries) and models. Therefore dynamic model checking is both sound and complete. However there are always inefficient and high false positive rates in application of such method.

The algorithm of lockset first appeared in Eraser [4]. References [5-7] have presented further optimization for algorithm of lockset. The Reference [8] has applied the lockset method on hardware level. It can find the data race in a very short time. But it can only detect the program on the. The basic idea of lockset is to check whether there is a pair of same lock protecting each shared object accessed by different threads. The lockset algorithm, which can find out the shared object without lock protecting more accurately, overcomes disadvantage of false positives in Happens-Relationship Relationship. But there still is false positive in lockset algorithm; meanwhile an accurate calculation for locksets requires large amounts of resources by either dynamic or static checking method.

We make use of the method of thread state analysis, conservative lockset analysis to optimize the Happens-Relationship Relationship, and present a quick dynamic data race checking method which we call DHTC method. Compared with typical Happens-Relationship relationship and lockset methods, our method has higher efficiency, lower false positive rate, and wider range of platforms applicability.

2 Method description

We use Labeled Transition Systems (LTS) [8] as the basic model for concurrent programs and introduce the Happens-Relationship Relationship based on such model. Let T be the following LTS: 

**Definition 2.1** LTS is a four-tuple: \(M = (S, \text{init}, T, R)\), where \(S\) is the finite state set of concurrent program, \(\text{init}(S_0)\) is the initial state, \(T\) is the finite set of transitions, and \(T \subseteq S \times S\), \(R\) is the set of relations of transitions and \(R \subseteq T \times T\).

**Definition 2.2** parallel combination of LTS, given a concurrent program which has \(n\) threads, we use...
\( Tid = [1, 2, ..., n] \) to represent the set of threads ID. The LTS of one thread can be written as \( M_{tid} = (S_{tid}, init_{tid}, T_{tid}, R_{tid}) \), where \( tid \in Tid \) is the unique identity of a thread. Such that parallel combination of LTS is

\[
M_1 || M_2 || ... || M_n = <
(S_1 \times ... \times S_n \times LS_1 \times ... \times LS_n \times SS),
(s_{tid_1}, s_{tid_2}, ..., s_{tid_n}), (T_1 \cup T_2 \cup ... \cup T_n), R_1 || >
\]

In the rest of this paper, we will take the \( M = (S, s_0, T, R) \) instead of \( M_1 \) to denote the model of concurrent program. A global state \( s \in S \) is composed by local states of each thread and the shared states of all shared objects. Threads communicate with each other via shared objects. The operations which access global objects are called visible operations, likewise the operations on local objects are called invisible operations. A transition transforms the model from one state to another by performing one visible operation on global objects.

**Definition 2.3** given a global state \( s = (s_1, s_2, ..., s_n) \), if and only if the transition \( t \) is an enabled transition on local state \( s_j \) in global state \( s \), and local state \( s_j = s_j'(i \neq j) \). So that the transition \( t \) is enabled at state \( s \), written \( t \in s\text{enabled} \) and \( s \xrightarrow{t} s' \).

**Definition 2.4** \( R \subseteq T \times T \) is an independent relation, if and only if for each \( <t_1, t_2> \in R \), it holds the following two properties:

1) If transition \( t_1 \) is enabled in state \( s \), and \( t_0 \) if only if the transition \( t_2 \) is enabled in state \( s' \), \( t_2 \) is also enabled on state \( s \).

2) If \( t_1, t_2 \) are enabled in state \( s \), and there is a unique state \( s' \), leading to \( s \xrightarrow{t_0} s' \) and \( s \xrightarrow{t_1} s' \).

**Definition 2.5** The Happens-Before relationship (\( R_H \)) [9] is a smallest relation between two transitions in a sequence of transitions \( \pi = (t_1, t_2, ..., t_n) \), such that:

1) if \( i < j \) and \( t_i, t_j \) is dependent then \( t_i \xrightarrow{\pi} t_j \);

2) \( \pi \) relation is a transitively close.

The main idea of the Happens-Before Relationship is to search the state space of the concurrent program, and to check a pair of transitions with Happens-Before Relationship \( <t_1, t_2> \in R_H \). According to [11,12], we present the formal description for data race: there is a data race, if the following three properties hold:

1) Two transitions at a state \( s \) are enabled simultaneously, \( t_1, t_2 \in s\text{enabled} \);

2) Two transitions are dependent with each other, \( <t_1, t_2> \not\in R \);

3) Three is at least a transition with write operation.

DPOR (Dynamic Partial-order Reduction) was introduced [1,2]. It can improve the efficiency of space state searching based on Happens-Before Relationship. However, the consumption of dynamic checking remained 30-100 times more than run-time execution, and even higher. Although there is completeness of the theory in data race checking methods based on Happens-Before Relationship. DPOR can find out all data race without false negative, but false positive rate is very high. We will introduce a new method to cut down the false positive rate, and improve de efficiency in next section.

### 3 Analysis method of thread state and conservative lockset

#### 3.1 THREAD STATE ANALYSIS METHOD

Theory of thread state analysis was put out in Eraser [3]. In the dissertation, run-time states of thread were divided into four states: read own state, write own state, shared access state, and race state. The detailed descriptions of these states are present in Table 1.

**TABLE 1 Four states of thread**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of state</th>
<th>Description of states</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>readwrite own state</td>
<td>After shared object was created by create thread, the shared object is owned by create thread only. At this time there cannot be data race, and shared object is in readwrite own states.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shared access state</td>
<td>After shared object was created by create thread, the shared object is accessed by other threads with only read operations. At this time there cannot be data race, and shared object is in shared access state.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race state</td>
<td>There is at least one write operation in access thread, so the value of shared object would be changed. Different reading and writing sequence may produce unexpected results. At this time the shared object is in race state, and there may by a data race.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The detail flowchart of thread states transition was presented in Eraser, but Eraser did not take the stat transition after the end of thread into account. It is an important reason to for false positive of lockset analysis. Therefore we add the state transition at end of thread into flowchart of thread states transition in Figure 1.

In FIGURE 1 Flowchart of thread state transition the solid part represented thread states transition described in the Eraser, and the dotted part represented thread states transition after the end of thread added by us. \( OPR(s) \) and \( OPW(s) \) are the transition sets of read and write operations at state \( s \). In order to get the state of transition in thread, we have designed the thread state analysis method in Figure 1.
3.2 CONSERVATIVE LOCKSET ANALYSIS METHOD

In classical lockset analysis method, if there is shared object without protecting by a pair of locks, race condition will be triggered. However classical lockset analysis method is still going with large consumption and high false positive rate. Prototype versions of Eraser runs 10-30 times lower efficient than running target purely. The system of HARD makes use of Bloom technology to implement lockset analysis at level of hardware with more efficiency but about 0.89 false positive rates.

In this paper, we propose a conservative dynamic lockset analysis. In typical lockset analysis, given a shared object \( v \) accessed by two threads \( \text{tid}(t_1) \) and \( \text{tid}(t_2) \), if the sets of locks on shared object \( v \), \( \text{set}_{1} = \text{lockset}(v, \text{tid}(t_1)) \), \( \text{set}_{2} = \text{lockset}(v, \text{tid}(t_2)) \) meet \( \text{set}_{1} \cap \text{set}_{2} \neq \phi \). There is not potential data race condition between \( \text{tid}(t_1) \) and \( \text{tid}(t_2) \) as the shared object \( v \) is protected by same lock. But it is very difficult to precisely compute the sets of lock during run-time, and it is the main reason for false positive rate. We show a motivating example in Figure 3.

If we use the typical lockset analysis method, we will get that \( \text{set}_{1}(v2) = \text{lockset}(v2, \text{tid}(t_1)) = \{ L2 \} \) and \( \text{set}_{2}(v2) = \text{lockset}(v2, \text{tid}(t_2)) = \phi \), so that \( \text{set}_{1} \cap \text{set}_{2} = \phi \) at FIGURE 2 line 6. But line 6 in thread B cannot be reachable in practical executing. So it is a false positive. We introduce branch path analysis method into lockset method. Such method instruments the source code to record the operation of different shared object acquiring and releasing locks in every branching path.

Consider the example in Figure 3 again. We build the code like in Figure 4.
The functions `branch-begin()` and `branch-end()` are used to record branching begin and end to inform the scheduler. In function `otherbranch_objectaccess(object, Lockset_acq, Lockset_rel)` for each shared `object`, `Lockset_acq` is the set of acquired locks, `Lockset_rel` is the set of released locks. In function `otherbranch_locksetupdate(Lockset_acq, Lockset_rel)`, `Lockset_acq` is the acquired set of acquired locks and `Lockset_rel` is the set of released locks in the other branching path.

The set of acquired locks is represented as $t.L_{acq}$, the set of released locks is $t.L_{rel}$ at the transition $t$. We can get the subset of practical acquired set of locks $t.mayl_{acq}$ and $t.mayl_{acq} \subseteq t.L_{acq}$, the superset of practical released set of locks $t.mayl_{rel}$ and $t.mayl_{rel} \supseteq t.L_{rel}$ with the branching path lockset method. Further we will get the subset of practical held set of locks $t.mustlockset$ by $t.mustlockset = t.mayl_{acq} \cap t.mayl_{rel}$. $t.mustlockset$ is a subset of the set of practical held locks. The conservative lockset analysis method with branching path proposed by us is focused on checking such set.

The light-weight and conservative lockset analysis method is shown in Figure 5. Note that we have not computed the precise held set of locks, but an over-approximated in the method. For a conservative checking, an over-approximated set is sufficient and light-weight. The method first gets the set $s.lockset_r$ of thread $\tau$ at the state $s$ during the dynamic execution. As this set is computed from actual running information, so it is a precise set. Then we use deep-first method to walk the thread $\tau$ which contains the transition $I_r$.

4 The overall method

We take the thread state and conservative lockset analysis method with branching path into the Happens-Before method to improve checking efficiency, to reduce the searching state space, and to increase checking accuracy. The improved Happens-Before relationship data race checking method (DHTC) was shown in Figure 6.
The DHTC in Figure 6 is different from DPOR [13,14] based on Happens-Before relationship at 3 points:

1) The sleep set is introduced into DHTC. The \( s.sleep \) is the set of transitions which are enabled at state \( s \), but unnecessary to be executed. The transitions which are independent and have been already executed will be added into \( s.sleep \) (lines 10, 13). Meanwhile it will take the transitions in \( s.sleep \) away from \( s.enabled \). On one hand the number of backtrack transitions can be reduced, on the other hand the explosion of transition space due to the infinite loop can be limited with the reducing of set \( s.enabled \).

2) The selection of trackback point is different from the DPOR algorithm, which updates the trackback set at each state \( s \). The backtrack set is computed when the \( s.enabled \) is empty line 16 in Figure 6. That is this algorithm computes the backtrack set for the whole trace in execution, instant of computing at each state.

3) The rule for computing of trackback transition is different from the DPOR, which add a transition into backtrack set \( s.backtrack \) only following the rule that the transitions are dependent with each other. But in our algorithm, we introduce the thread state and lockset analysis to reduce the trackback transition further in Figure 7.

Line 8 in Figure 7 is the function \( \text{LockSetDetectDatrace}(s_2,t_2) \) is to reduce the trackback transition with thread state and conservative data race checking. It first gets the thread state of current state \( s \), according to the thread state analysis in section 3.1. Then it computes the conservative set of locks at the concurrent state in Figure 5 line 5. \( t.maylockset \) is the set of locks that may be hold at state \( s \) and \( t.lockset \) is the set that must be hold. Line 8 in Figure 8 is judgment of two dependent transitions. Only if the intersection of sets of locks is empty, there is no potential data race at trackback point. So it is unnecessary to add the transition into backtrack set.
The function `DetectDatarace(s)` is to check whether there is data race between two transitions at same shared object according to Happens-Before relationship in Error! Reference source not found. line 16. Note that such checking is applied after the thread state and conservative lockset analysis. The method in Figure 9 is to check whether there are two dependent transitions on the same shared object with at least a write operation of transition.

Data race detecting method based on Happens-Before relationship is both sound and complete [1], but it cannot distinguish between benign and malignant race, so there are many cases of false positive. We introduce the thread state and conservative lockset analysis method into the Happens-Before relationship. The DHTC uses thread state and lockset analysis to check target program conservatively and gets the potential data race state, and finally it uses Happens-Before relationship algorithm to accurately detect data race.

5 Implementation and experiment

In this section, we have conducted experimental comparison of our DHTC with the DPOR algorithm.

5.1 FRAMEWORK OF CHECKING TOOL

The DHTC checking platform consists of program analyzer, thread analyzer and scheduler. All three parts was shown in Figure 10.

### 5.2 EXPERIMENTAL RESULT

We select a multi-thread coding and communication program on ARM platform, and a launch control program on x86. The launch control program consists of many task threads. We modify the number of threads to verify efficiency of our dynamic checking algorithm. The result is shown in Figure 12.
The careful readers will find that DPOR with sleep set has higher efficiency than DHTC in only 2 threads situation. The main cause is that DPOR with sleep set needs 145ms while DHTC needs 2460ms in only once execution of data race checking. Since DHTC consists of the Happens-Before relationship, thread state and conservative lockset analysis, it runs much more time than DPOR. So when scale of program is small, the DPOR has higher efficiency. However with increasing of threads, advantage of our algorithm is becoming gradually obviously. Using thread state and conservative lockset analysis makes the number of traceback points largely reduced, and also makes up for the disadvantage of Happens-Before relationship by reducing the false positive rate greatly.

6 Conclusion

We have proposed a new algorithm DHTC for data race checking, which combines the Happens-Before relationship with thread state and conservative lockset algorithm. It greatly reduces the transition space of target program, improves the efficiency of Happens-Before relationship checking method and makes up for the disadvantage of Happens-Before relationship.
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